Actividades espontáneas:
- Importante en la vida escolar.

Notas:
- En aritmética: Saben multiplicar, restar, etc. ¿Qué sale al final?

---

- En lectura: Leer independientemente.
- Al final del 3er grado?

- En escritura: Saben escribir cartas.

---

- En ciencias sociales e historia: ¿Qué?

(Ciclo primario)

---

Ciclo primario:
- Medidas del tiempo
- Diversos países (medio de transporte)
- Puerto Rico — Hacia la historia
- Más geografía y economía
- Historia de la cur.
At 3:30 rebroadcast of Mac's report to Cong.
Acheson's speech to Europe:
3 views: War is inevitable. No great threat in free world. War is not inevitable.
The object of politics is to prevent war. No appeasement.
Last Am. stand behind old action in Korea. Any extension will endanger peace of world.
Mac discouraged political ambitions. Do not intend to run for any pat. off. Hope my name will not be used.

Wish: City waiting for welcome. Plane


Saddened by death of Vandenberg.

Truman praised him.

For Rel. to discuss India Ind. for Rel. to discuss India Ind.

Rice - Great ovation; followed by Count stabbed, looked fire, shaking hands with巴克里, took a single decoration. Has not looked back. Most noise from Rep. at Murdock, waved hand. Most noise from Rep.

Extremely serious. Two minute ovation.

Speaker introduced him - new ovation.

Rep. all jumped to their feet.

I stand with sense of deep humility.

Great pride - humility - en architected. Last pride: leg deb represents him.

We're not going to forget our faith in present form of government. The time here are stated hopes at present - but in future.

I stand on any partisan cause.

Issues are fundamental. Reichard on issues are fundamental.

I've been working in a quite plane - quite plane. Solely expiring, considerate regard.

To fellow Am. I one purpose: to have my country. (Cheers)

Have my country. Can not consider.

Issues: Can not consider.

Problems. I part one sector.

We can not decide our effort.

Can think I can put greater emphasis.

We can not put greater emphasis.

The real threat is great.

We can not put greater emphasis.

One successful advance in one region can not appear.

Asia - hold it in.
yield to all Americar
controlled at the chain of
islands. We can dominate
any Asiatic post from
Vladivostok to Singapore.
Prevent any hostile no-
to penetrate Pacific. Any predator
attack must be amphibious.
With naval & air ships, any
attack would be doomed to
failure. Pre. no longer a
nuisance are Japs. Be a
peaceful like...can be
negotiated with maximum
properly manner "an armistice"
defence. Entirely dependent
on holding all segments
no breach allowed. This is

take Laroche to take care.

I have record under

such condition must form
an island base. Will threaten
freedom of Phil. cult.
Shift center back to Cal
& Wash.

China: changes in Chinese
char + culture 10 yrs ago was
clear, culture 30 yrs ago was
not. From 1914 China - Russian
But, not Eastern - Pacific
Emperorism - Nationalist
Emperorism - present regime is united,
underpresent regime is united
level of long-term aggressive
level of long-term aggressive
tendency have become unaligned
Little J. Mesesses real Lt.
Kaiser, leaders primary leaders
fall to leaders primary leaders
of misery Chinese Aggression
of NK - dominant Aggression of all con
Japan, commensurable with
Japan, commensurable with

I learned + understood. Have accepted
freedom of religion, social
freedom of religion, social

freedom of religion, social
freedom of religion, social

freedom of religion, social
freedom of religion, social

freedom of religion, social
freedom of religion, social

freedom of religion, social
freedom of religion, social
has not been forthcoming.

New situation demands drastic revision of strategic planning needed to neutralize sanctuary, reinforcement of naval blockade; removal of armed forces, deletion of restriction of forces in Formosa to contribute.

For entertain these views, I have been severely criticized in early circles. View shared by every joint chief, leader and our own Joint Chief of Staff - Off, risen to applaud.

Audience taken aback.

I called for reinforcements. Not available then said. Not permitted to utilize Chinese rationalists, possession of command, fortitude, could rely, hope for decisive campaign.
Called for pac. Dec.
Efforts have been made to distort my posi. I have been called a
War hero. Nothing can be far
from truth — I know what
nothing is more revolting
I have advocated its complete
abolition
Sept 2, 1945: I cautioned
various methods
been have sought peace. Various methods
attempted to settle disputes and
have been successful
The mechanics have been failed. Little, disturb this
world. The only alternative. If you
are forced out this alternate. If we
do not devise some system
of world improvement of human chance
From: If war is forced upon us, let
object is victory. Not prolonging
war, war, war, war, war, war
for victory
some will appear Red
China, Blind to history, less
appeasements begin
They are apt to misunderstand everybody.

It all began with our dear friend.

The Countegrator is in its favor. It will not interfere.

Our life and work will be changed.

To earn large demands like, Harvard. It feels like.
I'm trying to express service. When I joined the Army, I fulfilled my youthful dreams. Hopes and dreams long since vanished. Remembered refrain: 'all soldiers never die, they just fade away.' I close my career—just fade away. An old soldier who tried to stay but duty called. I need some light to see it.

This treaty to Senate soon for ratification.
New message from Dalipa
Ready to resume talks - will send delegate. Reds reported removal of site.
W.I. Surge + Chinese + severe + fruit + favorable + a store
When applied for incident.
Talk suspended at Reds' direction.
More refusal will soon only to increase.:

Risks heavy - 20 to 40.
Most on W. front. Heavy concentration.
200,000 troops + 200 tres [censored] in central sector.
Increased resistance in other sectors.
Fleet + freezing rains on other sectors.

Fighting in Cape + fighting in Jalal Abad.
Fighting in Core + fighting in Turkistan.

If war breaks out, it will be projected.

Say you.
Meditation cannot be satisfied by mere parliaments.

Try to speak at special

12:15 — News —

No word on Dulany prop., talks somewhere else. Village hit 6 in SE — midway.

U.S. soldiers pushing slow advances — supported by carrier-based planes. More than 1000 vehicles destroyed yesterday.

Bradley to Rielly.

Truman, Hoare, Angel, dispute be settled peacefully — no plans to send troops. Tito calls Tehran to cancel suspension order.

Only 10 British technicians could get into Aghan.

By Cabinet meeting, second time. No final decision taken yet.

News — 12:15 — AFRA

UN forces landed anti-British barrage at Komangpo. Attack on heart of 4th Chinese regiment.

Bob. — Brit. chiefs in Tito's. Bradley: Allied forces capable of “successful conduct.” UN Army has enough men, equipment to prevent overrunning.

Radio Free Asia: Outraged by Budapest radio. West Radio: Free Europe will direct anti-communist attack.

“Greatcallback.” Ray Crusade for Freedom.

To Hungary. Already great. Station banned to Try to speak at special.
Figueras, Rodrijo de: "Carta del 8 de +
A S.M. describiendo la isla..." [12 set 1519]
BHPR, III, 114

Medina, Señor Feo: "Carta del gobernador de
PR... a S.M. dando cuenta... de [citación]
portugues, comiso que se hizo a Manuel Pereira.
BHPR, IV, 226.

"Asiento y capitulación con Vicente Yáñez
Pizarro..." [1552]
BHPR, I, 214.

"Bando del 5 de D. José Dufrene juntando un
dato al nuevo S.M. en 1780", BHPR, IX, 86.

"Carta al Emperador Carlos V, 1548", BHPR,
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"Capitulación de los Reyes... con los obreros de Indios,
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"La Inquisición en... 1594", BHPR,
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"La memorias de Echagüen 1561", BHPR,
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- IX, 583
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- RP. Orden de 3. Fr. de declarar guerra a Inglaterra, abril 1744, BTTX, IV., 194.

- RP. Orden anulando suspensión instituida con los ingleses, abril 1748, BTTX, V., 82.

- Relación de carta a S. Alteza de la Alcaldía de la Española [1515], BTTX, III., 76, 80.
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